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Abstract. Seismic Evaluation of Existing Buildings provides a three-tiered process for seismic evaluation of existing
buildings to either the Life Safety or.

The effectiveness of FRP and TRM jackets against splitting at lap splices was quantified as a function of
jacket properties and geometry as well as in terms of the jacket effective strain, which was found to depend on
the ratio of lap splice length to bar diameter. A more reliable and sophisticated method is the 2D no linear
dynamic analysis, where it can be better determined the likely behavior of the building in response to the
earthquake. The bond strength of two column specimens tested without retrofitting was found to be in good
agreement with the predictions given by two existing bond models. The results of the experimental
investigations were in good agreement with the theoretical models used for the analysis and are expected to be
useful for the better understanding and the optimization of earthquake design of this particular type of
retaining structure. Dynamics analysis confirmed this feature, then the cross sections of this building was
resizing and details of the confinement were improved in order to meet the regulations of the current version
of the Venezuelan seismic code. The behavior of the two exterior columns at the first story and the steel
damper are tested. With the global drifts, it was evaluated the threshold of the collapse Limit State, which
corresponds to the maximum value of 2. In the paper, a practice-oriented procedure for the seismic evaluation
of building structures, based on the N2 method, is presented, together with the application of this method to an
existing multi-storey reinforced concrete building. Preview Unable to display preview. Experimental
Assessment of Seismic Pile-Soil Interaction Abstract Physical modeling has long been established as a
powerful tool for studying seismic pile-soil-superstructure interaction. Both assessment methods rate a
building as a percentage of the new building standard applied to an equivalent new building on the same site.
Non-linear methods are needed if realistic results are to be obtained. Stability Control of Rafted Pile
Foundation Against Soil Liquefaction Abstract Reinforced concrete RC piles are widely used to support
structures on soft soil deposits with high liquefaction potential. The results of the pseudo-dynamic and cyclic
tests performed on the specimen are presented, and conclusions are drawn. Rahman Chapter 8. Evaluation
procedures based upon the selected Performance Objective, level of seismicity and building type are identified
in the following flowchart: Each Tier of evaluation becomes more detailed and complex. Slippage or
separation at interfaces between the web and the surrounding frame members were minor for both connection
details. It consisted of 2 four-storey 12 m tall three-bay 8. European standard EN  This chapter presents
overview of experimental results from shake table tests on unreinforced masonry shear walls carried out in the
EQUALS Laboratory of Bristol University, in order to assess, and possibly enhance, the current seismic
design rules. After presenting the main guideline recommendations for local strengthening of existing
structures, the paper focuses on the experimental program activity; in particular, the specimen design strategy
and test setup definition as well as the comparative analysis of the behavior of tested joints. The Guidelines
support seismic assessments for a range of purposes, including assessing potentially earthquake-prone
buildings when required by the Building Act and for property risk identification more generally. The
guidelines support seismic assessments for a range of purposes, and must be used by territorial authorities to
decide whether or not a building is earthquake prone in terms of the Building Act  The authors have found that
a shaking table facility while providing valuable research opportunities, is also ideally suited for educational
and outreach activities tailored for regional communities and media to heighten their awareness of earthquake
risk and demonstrate the important role engineers play in seismic mitigation. Yegian Chapter  It is not an
exaggeration to claim that the construction trades in many parts of the world understood the threat only in
twentieth century. Contents The guidelines provide the assessment component of the earthquake-prone
building regulations and EPB methodology that came into force on 1 July  Soil Dyn Earthq Eng â€” The local
bond strength between lap spliced bars and concrete was measured experimentally along the lap splice region
of six full-scale RC columns subjected to cyclic uniaxial flexure under constant axial load. These results fully
confirmed the research work based on single wall tests. It consists of a multi-axial hybrid fibre textile
embedded in a mortar matrix. The shaking table utilized is uni-directional 1. For implementation and
improvement of such performanceâ€”based methodologies, reliable analytical modeling approaches must be
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used to represent the cyclic nonlinear behavior of the individual structural members in the building, as well as
their interaction in the structural system. Above all, data acquisition needs to be within the reach of workers
without technical degrees. Todo Bom, Amir M. Most of the existing building stock and civil infrastructures
are seismically deficient. The applied approach proved to be a feasible tool for the seismic evaluation of
complex structures. Baluch, Muhammad K. A building ensemble which experienced various damage levels
after major Turkish earthquakes is considered herein.


